
2022 Guest Speaker Talk Title Entries Description

April 7 Matthew Browne London in 
Photographs

Mathew will be describing how he produced his second book commission 
about London, including creative decisions, logistics, and the technical 
details of many of the key photographs. He’ll also be sharing practical 
advice on how the photos were achieved. PDI

April 14 Welsh International Salon 
2021

Peter Young COMP 
ENTRIES

An opportunity to view a selection of images from the 2021 Welsh 
International salon of Photography. This year there will be a commentary 
by Peter Young instead of the an AV presentation. PDI

April 21 Andrew Marker Journey to FRPS and 
Beyond

Andy will be giving us a print talk (remember them) entitled "Journey to 
FRPS and Beyond". He’ll start with his ARPS panel and will then show 
his initial ideas he had for a fellowship panel that didn't quite work 
followed by his successful fellowship panel. We’ll also get to see a 
selection of his favourite prints from various locations including 
Yellowstone, Namibia, Tuscany and Scotland.  PRINTS

April 28 Jim Davis Competition Architectural Patterns

May 5 Oliver Herbold A Landscape 
Photographer and the 
Lockdown

Being homebound forced Oliver to get out of his comfort zone and 
explore photographic areas he wasn't very familiar with, like macro 
photography and abstract home studio work. It is accomplished with a big 
part of local Astro photography (Milky Way) and finishes with a variety of 
time lapses, at day and night time. PDI

May 12 John Chamberlin FRPS Near and Far COMP 
ENTRIES

John has been a prolific photographer for over 35 years. He has been a 
member of the RPS Travel Distinctions Panel, Chair of the Visual Art 
Panel and has served on the RPS Nature Panel and the Fellowship 
Board. In 2008 he was awarded the Fenton Medal for services to the 
Society. As well as being an ‘Arena’ photographer he is a member of the 
London Salon and the Zoological Photo Club. Prints & PDI

May 19 Nick Jenkins AWPF ARPS What is it about 
Landscapes?

Nick's adventures through the beautiful UK landscape - with plenty of 
opportunity to ask questions. PDI

May 26 May Competition Open Subject COMP 
ENTRIES

June 2 Susan Ashford Out & About A new talk that has a variety of all outdoors photography including street, 
landscape, cars, colour, black and white and more.

June 9 The Colour Challenge Open Subject
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June 16 Liz Harris Myanmar COMP 
ENTRIES

Our good friend Liz will be showing us some  amazing images from her 
2019 adventure in the largest country in mainland Soth East Asia, 
Myanmar. PDI

June 23 Tony Worobiec Abandoned America Abandoned America" is drawn from two books Tony has had published 
on the savagely depopulating areas of the High Plains of America, the 
first was titled "Ghosts in the Wilderness", the second is called 
"Abandoned on the Plains". In each of these books he shows images of 
abandoned schools, churches and homes, many still littered with the 
belongings of those who had lived there, toys, books, furniture, clothes, 
all adding to that inevitable sense of pathos. Prints & PDI

June 30 June Competition for the 
President's Trophy

Open Subject

SUMMER BREAK

Sept 1 Alec Stewart An Evening with Mr. 
Chairman

COMP 
ENTRIES

Alec will be showing us a selection of images from his latest projects. 
PDI

Sept 8 David Jenner Night & Day 
Panoramas + Portfolio

A walk through David's photographic career with the first half focusing on 
his unique Night & Day panoramas which capture a whole day in one 
image. The second half is dedicated to many of his other award winning 
images accompanied by many humorous anecdotes. Prints

Sept 15 The Mono Challenge for the 
Colin Williams Trophy

Open Subject COMP 
ENTRIES

Sept 22 Gabor Horvath Aquarium 
Photography in 
Practice 

A practical presentation of the know-hows of aquarium photography. 
Gabor is a regular contributor to ‘Practical Fishkeeping’ magazine and 
regularly produces stunning image photographed in tanks. Tonight he 
shares the secrets of how to achieve such images. In a first for Gwynfa, 
he will be bringing tanks and fish to photograph on a tethered camera so 
we can all see the results on screen. You'll also be able to have a go so 
BRING YOUR CAMERAS!

Sept 29 September Competition Open Subject

Oct 6 TBC TBC To be confirmed

Oct 13 Cate Barrow British Wildlife COMP 
ENTRIES

Cate will be showing us the latest edition of her British Wildlife talk which 
has many new images for us to enjoy. PDI

Oct 20 TBC TBC To be confirmed

Oct 27 Open Comp Julie Kaye
Nov 3 Peter Crane ARPS Street Photography My 

Way

Peter will be sharing not only his wonderful 'street' imges, but giving us 
an insight into his strategy for achieving them. Prints & PDI



Nov 10 ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING

COMP 
ENTRIES

Nov 17 Bill Ward In Search of…  Some of you will know Bill as Charlie Stubbs in Coronation Street and 
James Barton in Emmerdale. His talk will tell us about his background 
and acting career, before going on to discuss the photographs he takes 
and why he takes them. The talk will cover his full range of his work 
including landscapes, seascapes, urban and creative photography (such 
as ICM and in-camera Multiple Exposures). Prints & PDI

Nov 24 November Competition for 
the Freespirit Shield

Set Subject: Capturing 
the Light

Dec 1 Picture of the Year You vote for our 2022 Picture of the Year from all the images that have 
finished in the top three of our Annual competitions. 

Dec 8 The Christmas Do


